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The characterisation by Blokhuis, Ball, Brouwer, Storme, and Szönyi of certain
kinds of blocking sets of Rédei type is extended to specify the type of polynomial
which defines the blocking set. A graphic characterisation called the profile of the
set is also given, and the correspondence between the two is demonstrated with
relatively small polynomial sizes. © 2002 Elsevier Science (USA)
Blokhuis et al. [1] have largely characterised the class of Rédei blocking
sets over PG(2, q) (where q=ph, p prime), for which each line meets the
blocking set in mpe+1 points (e \ 1), as GF(pe)-linear sets plus the Rédei
line. In the early part of this paper, the concept of a linearised p-poly-
nomial introduced by Evans et al. [5] is used to characterise such sets, and
also, incidentally, to provide a graphic characterisation, called the profile of
the set.
In the middle part, examples of profiles of such sets are given, with the
specification of all profiles for q at most the fourth power of pe.
Sherman [7] has characterised Rédei blocking sets with at least two
Rédei lines in terms of additive and multiplicative groups of GF(q). In the
final part, it is shown that, for each q, only blocking sets of profile
[s2, s, ...] are common to both Sherman and Blokhuis et al.
PRELIMINARIES
A blocking set in a projective plane is a set of points of the plane which
contains at least one point of each line, but not all the points of any of
them. A blocking set is minimal (Bruen and Thas [4]), reduced (Bruen and
Silverman, [3]) or irreducible (Bruen and Silverman [2]) if no proper
subset of it is also a blocking set. Bruen and Thas [4] introduced the
concept of a blocking set of type (q, n)—a blocking set of size q+n in a
projective plane of order q which meets at least one line in exactly n
points—and Bruen and Silverman [2] renamed this concept a blocking set
of Rédei type. In this paper, the term Rédei blocking set will indicate a
minimal blocking set of Rédei type, and a line containing n points of such a
set will be called a Rédei line.
A blocking set of Rédei type with 2q points (but not necessarily minimal)
can be constructed trivially—take q points on a line (which will serve as a
Rédei line for the set we construct), and choose one other point on each of
the remaining lines through the remaining point of the first line, such that
these subsequent points are not all collinear. Excluding this case, then, we
can always find two points on the Rédei line not in the set; coordinatising
PG(2, q) homogeneously using these two points as (1, 0, 0) and (0, 1, 0),
and a further point of the set not on the Rédei line as (0, 0, 1), gives the
characterisation of the blocking set as
B={(x, p(x), 1) : x ¥GF(q)} 2 {(1, p(x)/x, 0) : x ¥GF(q)*},
where p(x) is a permutation polynomial, and p(0)=0. Note that the
second of these two sets is that part of the blocking set on the Rédei line,
so that n is the number of different values that p(x)/x can take. In much of
the paper, we will be concerned with the first of the two sets, which we
shall denote as U, the affine part of B.
A set U in the affine plane AG(2, q) is GF(pe)-linear if, under a bijective
linear map from AG(2, q) to GF(q2), the image of U is a GF(pe)-subspace
of GF(q2) considered as a vector space over GF(p). In practice, this means
that, for any x, y ¥ Im(U), and any g ¥GF(pe), x+y and gx ¥ Im(U).
A polynomial p(x) will be GF(pe)-linear if, for any x,y ¥GF(q) and any
g ¥GF(pe), p(x+y)=p(x)+p(y), and p(gx)=gp(x). Further, p(x) is a
linearised p-polynomial if the only non-zero terms in p(x) are those whose
degree is a power of p; and it is a linearised pe-polynomial if the only non-
zero terms in p(x) are those whose degree is a power of pe.
For convenience, and to coincide with the usage of Blokhuis et al. [1],
I shall from this point on use the convention that pe=s, so that I shall
refer to a linearised s-polynomial rather than a linearised pe-polynomial,
and GF(s)-linear rather than GF(pe)-linear, with occasional reminders of
the convention.
The r-th Hasse derivative is Hr(p(x))=Hr(; pix i)=; piHr(x i)=
; pi(ir) x i−r; hence the binomial theorem gives p(x+y)=;Hi(p(x)) y i.
LINEARISED s-POLYNOMIALS
Before looking at the blocking sets, we need to establish some results
about linearised s-polynomials.
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Lemma 1. If p(x) is a polynomial of degree less than q, and p(x+y)
=p(x)+p(y) for all x, y ¥GF(q), then p(x) is a linearised p-polynomial.
Proof. As p(x) is of degree t < q, we can equate coefficients, and there-
fore write p(x+y)=p(x)+p(y), where x and y are variables; also,
p(x+y)=C
t
i=0
Hi(p(x)) y i=p(x)+C
t
i=1
Hi(p(x)) y i
and so
p(y)=C
t
i=1
Hi(p(x)) y i
But p(y)=; ti=0 pi y i, so that Hi(p(x))=pi for i > 0.
However, if pi is non-zero, with i=vpr, and v prime to p, then
Hpr(pix i)=1vp rp r 2 pix i−pr=1 v12 pix i−pr
which is non-zero, and also non-constant unless i=pr.
Therefore the only non-zero terms in p(x) are those which are powers of
p, and so p(x) is a linearised p-polynomial.
Lemma 2. If p(x) is a polynomial of degree less than q, p(gx)=gp(x)
for all x ¥GF(q) and all g ¥GF(s), and prx r is a non-zero term in p(x), then
s−1 divides r−1.
Proof. ; pi g ix i=p(gx)=gp(x)=g; pix i for all x ¥GF(q) and each
g ¥GF(s), and so pr g r=gpr for each r. Therefore for each r for which pr is
non-zero, g r−1=1 for each g ¥GF(s)*, and hence s−1 divides r−1.
Lemma 3. A polynomial of degree less than q is GF(s)-linear if and only
if it is a linearised s-polynomial.
Proof. A linearised s-polynomial is clearly GF(s)-linear; conversely, if a
polynomial of degree less than q is GF(s)-linear, then we can apply
Lemmas 1 and 2. Thus, if pix i is a non-zero term in p(x), then i=pk for
some k, and s−1=pe−1 divides pk−1. Hence pk=(pe) r=sr, and so p(x)
is a linearised s-polynomial.
Note that, because the property of being GF(s)-linear is defined in terms
of the values of the polynomial, for polynomials of degree q or greater the
property is mirrored by those polynomials equivalent modulo xq−x, and
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of degree less than q; consequently it is easy to find examples of polyno-
mials of degree greater than q which contradict the conclusion of Lemma 3.
Lemma 4. If p(x) and q(x) are linearised s-polynomials, and p(x) divides
q(x), then there is a further linearised s-polynomial r(x) such that
q(x)=r(p(x)).
Proof. Using induction on the degree of q(x), we write
p(x)=pnx s
n
+pn−1x s
n−1
+·· ·+p1x s+p0x
and
q(x)=qmx s
m
+qm−1x s
m−1
+·· ·+q1x s+q0x;
then
t(x)=q(x)−(qm/(pn) s
m−n
)(p(x)) s
m−n
is a linearised s-polynomial divisible by p(x), and of degree less than that
of q(x). By the induction hypothesis, we can assume that t(x)=w(p(x)),
so that
q(x)=(qm/(pn) s
m−n
)(p(x)) s
m−n
+w(p(x)),
and we put
r(x)=(qm/(pn) s
m−n
) x s
m−n
+w(x)
to give
q(x)=r(p(x)).
Whilst Lemma 4 appears as though it should be a consequence of
Theorem 3.62 of Lidl and Niederreiter [6], it goes further in that their
theorem relates only to q-polynomials over GF(q).
Lemma 5. If a linearised s-polynomial p(x) is fully reducible with no
repeated roots, then there is a fully reducible linearised s-polynomial s(x)
such that
xq−x=s(p(x))=p(s(x)).
Clearly s(x) is also fully reducible with no repeated roots.
Proof. If p(x) is fully reducible with no repeated roots, then it divides
xq−x, and so Lemma 4 gives us s(x) such that s(p(x))=xq−x. If p(x)−a
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(a ] 0) has one root, then it has the same number of roots as p(x), and so
is also fully reducible.
Thus
xq−x=(p(x)−a1)(p(x)−a2) · · · (p(x)−ak−1) p(x),
and hence
s(x)=(x−a1)(x−a2) · · · (x−ak−1) x;
so s(x) is also fully reducible, providing q(x) such that xq−x=q(s(x)).
Therefore q(x)q−q(x)=q(xq−x)=q(s(p(x)))=p(x)q−p(x), and so
q(x)=p(x).
Note that a linearised s-polynomial has no repeated roots if and only if it
has a non-zero term in x.
Lemma 6. If the linearised s-polynomial p(x) is fully reducible with no
repeated roots, and of degree sn, then p(x)−ax(a ] 0) has at most q/sn
roots.
Proof. As p(x) is of degree sn, so s(x) (Lemma 5) is of degree q/sn, and,
being fully reducible, has exactly q/sn roots. But
s(p(x)−ax)=s(p(x))−s(ax)=xq−x−s(ax);
and, whilst the left side has all the roots of p(x)−ax (possibly with others)
as roots, the right hand side has exactly the q/sn roots of s(ax) as its roots.
CHARACTERISING BLOCKING SETS BY
LINEARISED s-POLYNOMIALS
In this section I shall assume that p(x) is a linearised s-polynomial of
degree less than q, and that q=ph is a power of s=pe, and k=h/e, so that
q=sk.
Theorem 1. Given B, a Rédei blocking set in PG(2, q), with less than 2q
points, delete a Rédei line of B from PG(2, q) to form AG(2, q); and, further,
let U be the restriction of B to AG(2, q). Consider the characterisation of B
in terms of a permutation polynomial p(x), i.e.,
B={(x, p(x), 1) : x ¥GF(q)} 2 {(1, p(x)/x, 0) : x ¥GF(q)*},
so that U is the set {(x, p(x)) : x ¥GF(q)}. If U is GF(s)-linear, then p(x) is
a linearised s-polynomial.
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Proof. That U is GF(s)-linear means that, given any a and b ¥GF(q2)
for which a/b ¨GF(q), the set Uœ={xa+p(x) b : x ¥GF(q)} is a GF(s)-
subspace of GF(q2).
For any x,y ¥GF(q),
(xa+p(x) b)+(ya+p(y) b)=(x+y) a+(p(x)+p(y)) b ¥ Uœ,
and so p(x+y)=p(x)+p(y); and for any g ¥GF(s),
g(xa+p(x) b)=gxa+gp(x) b ¥ Uœ, so that p(gx)=gp(x).
Therefore p(x) is a GF(s)-linear polynomial, and so, by Lemma 3, is a
linearised s-polynomial.
Blokhuis et al. [1] determined that, if s > 3, and B is a Rédei blocking
set in PG(2, q) which meets each line in ms+1 points (where m can vary
from line to line), then the affine part of B is GF(s)-linear. Theorem 1 then
asserts that all such sets are characterised by a linearised s-polynomial.
Theorem 2. If B is a Rédei blocking set in PG(2, q) as in Theorem 1,
with p(x) a linearised s-polynomial, then all the secants of B (excluding the
Rédei line) which pass through a given point of B on the Rédei line have the
same number of points of B on them, and that number is one more than a
power of s; moreover, this power of s is not s0=1.
Proof. From the characterisation of B, it is clear that the number of
points of B on the Rédei line is the number of different values taken by
p(x)/x; also, the linear property of p(x) ensures that the equation
p(x)−ax=c has either zero roots, or the same number as the equation
p(x)−ax=0, which is one more than the number of elements x of GF(q)
for which the value of p(x)/x is a. This number (of roots of the equation
p(x)−ax=0) is then the number of points of U on each line through
(1, a, 0) which contains points of U—in effect, we are just solving y=p(x)
and y=ax+c simultaneously.
As the solution space of p(x)−ax=0 must be {0} or a GF(s)-subspace,
this number must be of the form s r. If p(x)−ax=0 has only {0} as its
solution space, then a is not a value of p(x)/x, so that (1, a, 0) is not in B,
each equation p(x)−ax=c has exactly one solution, and each line through
(1, a, 0) has exactly one point of U on it. Otherwise, q/sr=sk−r of the lines
through (1, a, 0) have s r points of U on each of them, whilst the rest of the
lines through (1, a, 0) have no points of U.
The characterisation of such Rédei blocking sets by polynomials is
essentially algebraic; we can provide a graphic characterisation of these sets
by listing in order of size these numbers of points for each point of B on
the Rédei line; this characterisation can be called the profile of the set. The
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profile is then a list of n powers of s, but not including any ones, so that
s=s1 is the lowest power of s in the list; it is enclosed in square brackets
for easy identification. Indeed, we can shorten the list by only including the
first s, followed by dots, as the number of them must make the number of
entries in the profile up to n; so that we can talk, for instance, about a set
with profile [s, ...], which has all secants other than the Rédei line of size
s+1, or a set with profile [q/s, s, ...], which has one point of the Rédei line
with secants of size q/s+1, and all the rest with secants of size s+1.
The value of n can be calculated from the equation (obtained by consid-
ering the number of points of U on the lines through any one point of U)
q−1=C
n
i=1
(s i−1);
for instance, for the first of the two above, the given equation clearly
reduces to q−1=n(s−1), giving n=(q−1)/(s−1); for the other it is
q−1=q/s−1+(n−1)(s−1), giving n=1+q/s.
Lemma 7. The only profile of a GF(s)-linear Rédei blocking set which
contains q/s is [q/s, s, ...], and the only polynomials which characterise sets
with this profile are those of the form p(x)=b((x/a)s
k−1
+(x/a)s
k−2
+·· ·+
(x/a) s+(x/a)) for some a, b ¥GF(q)*.
Proof. The highest degree of a linearised s-polynomial of degree less
than q is q/s. In order for a GF(s)-linear Rédei blocking set with linearised
s-polynomial p(x) to have q/s in its profile, one of the polynomials
p(x)−ax must have q/s roots; consequently, p(x)−ax must be of degree
q/s and be fully reducible, with no repeated roots.
Lemma 3.1 of Blokhuis et al. [1] can be used to identify these blocking
sets; their lemma states:
Let f(x)=xq/s+g(x) ¥K[x]\K[xp] be fully reducible (over K) with
go [ (q−s)/s(s−1) if s \ 4, or go [ q/s2 if s=3. Then xq/s+g(x)=
(g(x) s+x) gŒ(x).
(go is the degree of g(x), and K=GF(q))
We will want f(x) not only to be fully reducible, but also with no
repeated roots, so that lines through the relevant point will each have
q/s+1 points of the blocking set; for this we will need a non-zero term in
x, which ensures that f(x) ¥K[x]\K[xp]. Applying this lemma to a
linearised s-polynomial p(x), we note that pŒ(x) is a constant h (where hx is
the term in x), so that p(x) has no repeated roots. For s \ 3 the inequality
conditions are satisfied, as the next possible non-zero term after xq/s is xq/s
2
.
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Write p(x)=xs
k−1
+pk−2x s
k−2
+·· ·+p1x s+hx; so the lemma determines
that
x s
k−1
+pk−2x
k−2
+·· ·+p1x s+hx
=h((pk−2) s x s
k−1
+(pk−3) s x s
k−2
+·· ·+p1x s2+hx s+x)
Equating coefficients gives
h((pk−2) s=1; h((pk−3) s=pk−2; ...h2=p1,
which results in
p(x)=a s
k−1 11x
a
2 sk−1+1x
a
2 sk−2+·· ·+1x
a
2 s+1x
a
22
for some a ¥GF(q)*;
although, of course, p(x) doesn’t need to be monic, so that we can write
p(x)=b 11x
a
2 sk−1+1x
a
2 sk−2+·· ·+1x
a
2 s+1x
a
22
for some a, b ¥GF(q)*.
Next consider, as Evans et al. [5] did, the monomials p(x)=xs
m
; as we
already specify that s is such that q is a power of s, i.e., q=sk, and that s is
a power of p, we can ignore those m which are factors of k; indeed, we need
only consider m for which (m,k)=1.
Lemma 8. The monomials p(x)=xsm; where (m, k)=1, have profile
[s, ...].
Proof. By using a process similar to Euclid’s algorithm, it can be seen
that the highest common factor of x s
m
−ax and xq−x is either x s−cx, or
just x. Hence the blocking set defined by p(x)=xs
m
, where (m, k)=1, has
(q−1)/(s−1) points on the Rédei line (and hence q+(q−1)/(s−1) points
in the whole set), and all the other lines are either tangents or (s+1)-
secants; this is then a set with profile [s, ...].
BLOCKING SETS FOR SMALL VALUES OF k (q=sk)
In this section the profiles of blocking sets arising from linearised
s-polynomials (where s=pe) are determined for the cases q=s2, q=s3 and
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q=s4. Whilst the first two give rise only to blocking sets with profiles
already seen, the last case shows that the variety of profiles escalates with
the rising index of q over s.
In representing a blocking set by a linearised s-polynomial p(x), we do
not need to include the linear terms, as we equate p(x) to each linear form
mx+c in determining the points of the set on each line. Even though this
polynomial will not be the permutation polynomial we would expect, as a
permutation polynomial must have a non-zero linear term, there will be
permutation polynomials amongst the p(x)−mx. Effectively, the permuta-
tion polynomials amongst them will correspond to the (1, m, 0) which do
not belong to the blocking set.
Lemma 9. For k=2 (q=s2), the only type of Rédei blocking sets arising
are Baer subplanes, and have profile [s, ...].
Lemma 10. For k=3 (q=s3), the Rédei blocking sets must have profiles
either [s2, s, ...] or [s, ...].
Proof. From Lemma 7, any Rédei blocking set with q/s=s2 in its
profile is characterised by a polynomial of the form
p(x)=b((x/a)s
2
+(x/a)s+(x/a)) for some a, b ¥GF(q)*
which has profile [s2, s, ...]; the only profile remaining for other sets is then
[s, ...].
Lemma 11. For k=4 (q=s4) and p(x)=xs or p(x)=xs
3
, the profile is
[s, ...], whilst for p(x)=xs
2
it is [s2, ...].
Proof. The first two follow from Lemma 8, and the third from
Lemma 9.
Lemma 12. For k=4 (q=s4) and p(x)=xs
2
+cx s, with c ] 0, the
profile will be [s2, s2, s, ...], [s2, s, ...] or [s, ...].
Proof. In order for there to be a point of the set on the Rédei line
which has secants other than (s+1)-secants through it, p(x)=xs
2
+
cx s+dx must be fully reducible, and hence divide x s
4
−x.
Determining the s(x) is as in Lemma 5, where s(p(x))=xs
4
−x=
p(s(x)), gives s(x)=xs
2
−c s
2
x s−(1/d) x, and, further, (c s−1d) s+1=−1, and
d s
2
−(1/d)=cs2+s. To see how many points on the Rédei line have (s2+1)-
secants through them, we need to find how many values of d satisfy these
equations for any given c.
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This we do by choosing two new parameters d and w, dependent on c, d,
and s, as follows:
Put c s−1d=1/d, whence d s+1=−1; and so 1/(d s
2
c s
3−s2)−dc s−1=c s
2+s.
Thus 1−d2c s
3−s2+s−1=dc s
3+s, which, on putting w=c s
2+1 gives 1−d2w s−1
=dw s, and therefore 0=dw s+d2w s−1−1=(w s+1+dw s+d sw) d/w. But
(w+d) s+1=(w s+d s)(w+d)=w s+1+dw s+d sw+d s+1=d s+1=−1,
and so w=c−d, where c s+1=d s+1=−1, and c ] d.
Note that w=c s
2+1 ¥GF(s2). In fields of odd order, the number of ele-
ments of the form w=c−d=(−d)−(−c) (where c s+1=d s+1=−1, and
c ] d) is s(s+1)/2, as c and d can each take only s+1 different values, and
any other combinations of these values result in a different w.
Hence w=c s
2+1 cannot take all values in GF(s2)*, and therefore there
will be some values of c for which there is no d ] 0 such that
p(x)=xs
2
+cx s+dx is fully reducible. For these values of c the corre-
sponding blocking sets have profile [s, ...].
Secondly, if we take a value of c for which there is a fully reducible
p(x)−when c s
2+1=c−d, where c s+1=d s+1=−1(c ] d)—and take two
values d and dŒ such that p(x) is fully reducible, then d s+1=dŒ s+1, and
d s
2
−(1/d)=dŒ s2−(1/dŒ); so d s2−dŒ s2=(1/d)−(1/dŒ), and d s2−1(d−dŒ)=
(dŒ−d)/ddŒ. Thus either d=dŒ, or d s2−1=−1/ddŒ, i.e., dŒ=−d−s2, so that
there are at most two values of d providing (s2+1)-secants. So if d ] −d−s
2
then the blocking set has profile [s2, s2, s, ...].
The case when d=−d−s
2
occurs when g=−d; i.e, when c s
2+1=2c, and
in that case the blocking set has profile [s2, s, ...].
For fields of even order, most of the above still applies, except that this
last scenario does not occur, as it would imply that c=0; and for q=16
and s=2, (s2+s)/2=3=s2−1, so that in that case w=c s
2+1 takes all
values in GF(s2)*, and all such sets have profile [s2, s2, s, ...].
Lemma 13. For k=4 (q=s4) and p(x)=xs
3
+ax s
2
+bx s the profile will
be [s3, s, ...], [s, ...], or [s2, ..., s, ...], where the number of ‘s2’s in this last
is either s, s+1, or s2+s.
Proof. If p(x)=xs
3
+ax s
2
+bx s+ex has at least s2 roots, then, by
lemma 4 there are linearised s-polynomials r(x) and q(x) such that q(x) is
of degree s2 and fully reducible, r(x) is of degree s, and p(x)=r(q(x)).
From the discussion in Lemma 12, if q(x)=xs
2
+cx s+dx, then
(c s−1d) s+1=−1, and d s
2
−(1/d)=cs
2+s. Putting r(x)=xs+rx and equating
terms in p(x)=r(q(x)) gives a=r+cs, b=cr+ds, and e=rd. These five
equations are manipulated to eliminate r, c and d, as follows.
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First, r=a−c s, b=ac−c s+1+d s, and e=ad−c sd, and so also
d s=b−ac+c s+1. Thus
1+dc s
2+s=d s
2+1=d.d s
2
=d(b−ac+c s+1) s=d(b−ac) s+dc s
2+s.
and so d(b−ac) s=1.
Next, −(a−c s) s+1=r s+1(−1)=r s+1(c s
2−1d s+1)=c s
2−1e s+1, and also a−c s
=r=rd(b−ac) s=e(b−ac) s=eb s−ea sc s, so that c s(a se−1)=b se−a.
Further,
(a se−1)(a−c s)=(a s+1e−a)−(b se−a)=e(as+1−b s),
giving
(a se−1) s+1 c s
2−1e s+1=−e s+1(a s+1−b s) s+1,
and hence
(a se−1) s+1 c s
2−1=−(a s+1−b s) s+1.
Eliminating c from these equations gives
−(a s+1−b s) s
2+s=(a se−1) s+1 (b se−a) s
2−1.
Putting u=a se−1 and v=b se−a, so that b su−a sv=a s+1−b s, the above
equation becomes
−(b su−a sv) s
2+s=u s+1v s
2−1.
If v=0, then so too is b su−a sv=0, and hence u=0. Thus a se=1 and
b se=a, giving
p(x)=xs
3
+ax s
2
+a s
3+1x s+a−sx;
If a is an s−1-th power, then p(x) is a linearised s-polynomial with s3 roots
and a profile [s3, s, ...], as can be seen on substituting a=h s
3−s2; equally,
the coefficient of x in
p(x)=as
k−1 11x
a
2 sk−1+1x
a
2 sk−2+·· ·+1x
a
2 s+1x
a
22
is an s−1-th power, and, consequently, if a is not an s−1-th power, then
neither is a−s, and so the polynomial p(x)=xs
3
+ax s
2
+a s
3+1x s+a−sx
cannot be of this type. I have not been able to determine whether p(x) can
have s3 roots in this case, but I have verified that, for q=81 and s=3, one
such polynomial has only the root 0. As the previous discussion fixes
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e=a−s, the only possible profiles for p(x)=xs
3
+ax s
2
+a s
3+1x s+a−sx with
a not an s−1-th power are [s2, s, ...] and [s, ...].
For v ] 0, then, put z=u/v; so (b sz−a s) s
2+s=−z s+1, and hence
(b sz−a s) s=zz, where z s+1=−1. Therefore z s−(z/b s
2
) z−(a/b) s
2
=0; and
this has exactly one solution if z/b s
2
is not an s−1-th power, and either 0
or s solutions if it is. Further, as z is an s−1-th power, so z/b s
2
is one if
and only if b is.
Moreover, when b is an s−1-th power, if k s−1=z/b s
2
, and w=z/k, then
z s−(z/b s
2
) z=k s(w s−w) and so the values taken by z s−(z/b s
2
) z over the
range of values of z (under z s+1=−1) is determined by the values that
w s−tw can take, where t ranges over the s+1-th roots of unity.
Taking t(w)=ws−tw (where t s+1=1), which is fully reducible, by
Lemma 5 there is a linearised s-polynomial m(w) such that m(p(w))=
p(m(w))=ws
4
−w, and it is
m(w)=ws
3
+w s
2
/t+w s+w/t.
The values that t(w) takes are the roots of m(w). If two different roots of
unity, t and n, are considered, then the common roots of the two polyno-
mials mt(w)=ws
3
+w s
2
/t+w s+w/t and mn(w)=ws
3
+w s
2
/n+w s+w/n
are exactly the roots of w s
2
+w; and these are the common values of w s+tw
and w s+nw. Hence these values are common to all the polynomials of the
form w s+tw, where t s+1=1, and there are no other common values
between any two of them.
Returning to the equation (b sz−a s) s
2+s=−z s+1, then, it can be seen to
have exactly s+1 solutions if b is not an s−1-th power, and either 0, s or
s2+s if b is an s−1-th power. But each solution of this corresponds to
exactly one value of e for which p(x) has exactly s2 roots, and hence to a
point on the Rédei line which has s2+1-secants through it.
The profiles of the sets determined by these polynomials are either of the
form [s, ...], or [s2, ..., s, ...], where the number of ‘s2’s in this last is either
s, s+1, or s2+s.
OVERLAPPING CASES FROM BLOKHUIS ET AL. AND SHERMAN
It is natural to ask how the two characterisations of Rédei blocking sets,
that of Blokhuis et al. [1] and that of Sherman [7], impinge on one
another; the conditions set by each allow for only one type of set to which
both characterisations apply, and that is the Rédei blocking set with
q+q/s+1 points.
Blokhuis et al. [1] have determined that, if s > 3 (s=pe), and B is a
Rédei blocking set in PG(2, q) which meets each line in ms+1 points
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(where m can vary from line to line), then the affine part of B is GF(s)-
linear. Their theorem is also true for s=3 when |B|=q+k=q+q/3+1,
and they conjecture that it is true for s=3 generally, and also for s=2.
However, no Rédei blocking set of this form will meet a line in exactly two
points; in the following it is shown that, except for the Rédei blocking set
with q+q/s+1 points, every Rédei blocking set with at least two Rédei
lines has a 2-secant.
The classification due to Sherman [7] is as follows: B is a Rédei blocking
set in PG(2, q) with at least two Rédei lines if and only if B can be repre-
sented in the form
B={(x, −1, 0) : x ¥X} 2 {(x, 0, 1) : x ¥X} 2 {(1, 0, 0)}
2 {(w, m, 1) : w ¥W, m ¥M},
where W is an additive subgroup of PG(2, q),M a multiplicative subgroup
of PG(2, q)* (where either W={0} and M is any proper subgroup of
PG(2, q)*, or W is a GF(s)-subspace of PG(2, q), and M a subgroup of
PG(2,s)*), v an element of PG(2, q) in neither W nor M, and X=
GF(q)\{mv+w: m ¥M and w ¥W}.
In this characterisation, the sets of points {(x, −1, 0) : x ¥X} 2
{(1, 0, 0)} and {(x, 0, 1) : x ¥X} 2 {(1, 0, 0)} are those on two Rédei lines;
if we consider the lines from any point of one through any point of the
other (excluding their point of intersection (1, 0, 0)), then, if there are less
points in {(w, m, 1) : w ¥W and m ¥M} than in X, at least one of those
lines will have only two points of the set. But |X|=q−|M| |W|; so if
|M| |W| < q− |M| |W|, i.e., |M| |W| < q/2, then the theorem of Blokhuis et
al. will not apply.
To satisfy the condition that |M| |W| \ q/2, then, W={0} cannot hold,
as no proper subgroup M of PG(2, q)* can have as many as q/2 elements.
If W is a GF(s)-subspace, s maximal in this respect, then |W|=sr, where s r
divides q/s, and |M| divides s−1; hence, unless we have equality for both
these conditions, |M| |W| < q/2. So the only case for which |M| |W| \ q/2
is when |W|=q/s and |M|=s−1; i.e., M=PG(2, s)* and W is a maximal
vector space over GF(s) in GF(q). Moreover, all of the lines through
(1, 0, 0) have q/s+1 points of B on them, and all the other lines either 1 or
s+1 points. In Sherman this set is noted as the union of s lines concurrent
at a point of the set, and each having q/s+1 points of it; in Blokhuis et al.
it is the set defined by a polynomial
p(x)=as
k−1 11x
a
2 sk−1+1x
a
2 sk−2+·· ·+1x
a
2 s+1x
a
22
and has q+q/s+1 points. These are the sets with profile [q/s, s, ...].
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